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1          Introduction  

The twenty-first century is often considered to be the age of information that is extending 

through many channels. Today it is admitted by many key figures in mass media projects that 

quite a specific fragment in this communicative space is occupied by modern TV (referred to as 

‘this invited “guest” into our homes’[The FFC, http]) offering a big variety of traditional and 

unusual schemes aimed at educating and bringing up the children’s audience. It is a universally 

acknowledged fact that the interaction of children with the society they live in is objectively 

influenced by television today. Due to television pragmatic impact children are absorbing all 

sorts of information from the outside world, responding emotionally and trying consciously or, 

on the contrary, intuitively to follow speech samples, creating and supplementing the language 

picture of the world, developing the informative abilities and possibilities of interaction with the 

world. These circumstances dictated a choice of object under investigation in the present 

research based on the comparative study of English and Russian telecasts addressed to children, 

as it may be a challenge for future translators, interpreters and teachers of English to find the 

appropriate wording for this or that title. So the object of the research is represented by the titles 

of the above mentioned telecasts for children. 

 

2 Background 

Initially the television was used only for information and entertaining purposes, however, 

with the time the television space began to be filled with transfers of training and developing 

character. Fierce disputes and heated discussions on negative influence of television upon the 

cultural outlook of modern youngsters do not exclude some positive effects of telecasts [Usher 

2007] which are most obviously shown in situations when the children’s audience needing 

continuous updating of knowledge of the world is involved in the sphere of television influence. 

Any language is used not only as a learning tool for cognition and a reliable means of 

world representations of subjects and ideas, but its potential is also aimed at forming and 

transferring thoughts and expressing feelings providing the emotional response and speech 

activity for human beings [Aleksandrova 2011; Ponomarenko, Malyuga 2012]. In view of this it 

is only fair to assume that both visual and verbal forms of telecast titles might induce a child to 

watch this or that program. On the other hand while studying the titles of the English telecasts 

intended for children it is necessary to focus attention upon the cultural diversity of modern 

English national versions since it should be taken into consideration to get the reliable results. 

Consequently it’s possible to presuppose that the correlation between the titles’ verbal 

representations and the national specifications of the English language versions should be based 

upon the geographical markers of this or that English language version. So the relevance of 

linguistic research aimed at systematizing the factors influencing the nominative characteristics 

of the specified telecasts is evident enough and in this regard the purpose of the present research 

can be worded as the comparative study of different text options represented by the titles of 

English telecasts for children and the titles of Russian telecasts similar in terms of target 

audience.  
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3 Typological categorization of English and Russian telecasts’ titles based on TV films and 

programs 
The linguistic examples of the British, American, Canadian and Russian-language titles 

of telecasts which are authentic for television culture of this or that country entered into the case 

of selection including 1000 titles from which 250 examples are represented by British  titles, 250 

– by American, 250 – by Canadian and 250 – by Russian ones. These proportions may contribute 

to the adequate interpretation of the data received because they are relying on a more or less 

equal research basis. For selection the following sources from the highly ranked publishing 

houses and popular newspapers were used: a) the official (British, Canadian, American, Russian) 

sites reviewing telecasts for children and their history; b) the program schedules published in 

various English-language periodicals. 

The linguists’ efforts to study the problem of nomination in the sphere of English and 

Russian titles in our research are of scientific interest because of specific peculiarities of the 

childish perception that differs from that of the adult one. First of all children’s attention is 

attracted by the telecast title since the pronounced words make rather a strong psychological 

impact on a child stimulating his/her figurative imagination. That is why it seems reasonable to 

start our research with the comparison of the titles’ structural characteristics. It was discovered 

that the key positions in the titles’ structural models belong to simple attributive or prepositional 

word combinations both in English and in Russian (56.2 % and 49.3 % correspondingly) that can 

be explained by peculiarities of the children’s psychology for whom it is much easier to perceive 

common word combinations and isolated language units possessing figurative meanings than 

more complicated forms of communication:  

BrE – The December Rose, Picture Box, The Story Makers, The wild house, For the 

Children, Round the Twist etc.; 

Russian – Могучие утята, Семь самураев, Злобный мальчик, Бабушка для всех, 

Призрак в доспехах. 

American and Canadian TV authors prefer to use the similar word combinations for 

titling: 

AmE – Big Bag, Rusty Nails, Family Classics, Team Galaxy; 

CanE – Alphabet Soup, Butternut Square, Chez Helene. 

Another group of titles represented by isolated language units is characteristic of both 

English and Russian corpus (25 % and 29.8 % correspondingly). It should be noted that proper 

names are frequently used in this group of titles that can be explained by the authors’ intention  

to appeal to the young spectators’ previous experience, they could have read or heard the names 

before and that might stimulate the childish interest towards the TV program:   

English – Thunderbirds, Bravestar, Run Around, etc.; 

Russian – Еноты, Русалочка, Чокнутый, Алладин, Дятловы и т.п. 

 

The greatest distinctions in registration of children’s telecasts titles are found in those not 

numerous cases when a title is represented by a sentence:  

BrE (18.8 %) – I Was a Sixth Grade Alien, I Dream, Let’s Pretend, Are You Afraid of the 

Dark?  

AmE (11.2 %) – Uncle Bill Reads the Funnies, All Dogs Go to Heaven, What’s Inside 

Heidi’s Head? What’s New?  

CanE (10.8 %) – Kids Can Rock and Roll, The Body Works, Parlez-moi, Children Grew, 

We Want to Know Everything; 

Russian (21.0 %) – Дети выросли, Куда уходит Старый год?, Спроси у Всезнамуса!   

A variety of sentence types is characteristic of American and British telecasts titles while 

Canadian titles are represented by subject-predicate constructions only. Another typical feature 

of American titles is a wide use of proper names that can be explained by a key role of 

personality concept in American linguoculture: Rocko’s Modern Life, Larry Smith Puppets, 

Jhonny Talks etc. Moreover there is an evident tendency to apply imperative constructions in the 
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American titles that may serve as an additional argument in favour of American energetic way of 

communicating with children: Catch up! The American power is shown in a large number of the 

titles worded in the format of hortatory sentences with a verb in the imperative mood:  Catch Up! 

Wake, Rattle and Roll! 

As to the proper names they can be also frequently found in the Russian selection case 

and this tendency may be explained by a large number of analogs of foreign telecasts on Russian 

television today: Самурай Джек, Диего, вперед! Что с Энди? However the most visible effect 

of foreign experience in nominating telecasts for children can be found in semantic registration 

of their nominative paradigm. 

So, the title developers’ appeal to use proper names is a characteristic marker of both 

types of discourses under consideration and it confirms the universal character of such a 

phenomenon that is known as ‘pretsedentness’ [Kharkovskaya 2005]. The reason for using 

familiar names associated with fairy-tales and fantastic characters known to the children since 

their earliest years lies in their linguocultural background. If we look at the concepts forming that 

background we’ll see that the prior positions are occupied by the titles associated with fairy tales 

which is quite comprehensible due to the age of the young audience: Three Gifts for Cinderella, 

Saban’s Adventures of Pinocchio, Fairy tales of brothers Grimm, Andersen’s Fairy tale.  

However the further study of the selection case allowed to find distinctions in the telecast 

developers’ preferences: while Russian telecasts’ titles are concentrated in the sphere of space 

exploration their English-speaking colleagues’ efforts are aimed at developing the projects 

associated with the world of animals. 

Space for Russian-speaking children is a subject of dreams since it involves them into the 

world of mysterious adventures and unknown space objects and vehicles. So their attention is 

attracted by the titles containing the names of galaxies, planets and their inhabitants, etc. 

- Космическая одиссея, Космическая загадка, Тайна третьей планеты, Злобные 

марсиане, Галактический экспресс 999, Защитник вселенной и т.п. 

The telecasts’ titles that are surely a success with the English-speaking children are 

covering a wide range of problems dealing with animals and their life. 

- The Country Mouse and the City Mouse Adventures, The Care Bears, The Adventures 

of Paddington Bear, The Berenstain Bear, Bear in the Big Blue House, etc.   

There is one topic that is of great interest to both Russian-speaking and English-speaking 

TV-viewers and this topic is verbalized by a noun ‘family’ that is familiar to every child because 

this concept is a traditional core of their relationship with society.  

Russian – Семья Почемучек, Братья пилоты, Бабушка для всех; 

English – Uncle Max, My Dad’s the Prime Minister, Uncle Bill Reads the Funnies. 

Another concept which unites children all over the world due to its universal character is 

embodied in a verbalized telecast paradigm covering names of games and toys, names of 

attractions and performances for children, children’s names, etc. There is a slight difference in 

the proportions within the above paradigm – in the English selection case the key positions 

among the telecasts titles are occupied by names of games and toy subjects:  Giddy Game Show, 

Little Red Tractor, Little Robots, The Raggy Dolls etc. Moreover the nominations of children are 

also of frequent use in telecasts titles Check This Kid Out, ABC Kids, Children of the Dog Star, 

The Children’s Hour, Popular Mechanics for Kids, etc. As to the Russian titles under 

consideration they show an evident tendency to attract the children’s attention by the mystical 

phenomena and by the world of oriental martial arts: Настоящие охотники за привидениями, 

Призрак в доспехах, Манускрипт ниндзя etc. Another distinction characteristic of Russian 

telecasts’ titles is their intention to focus the TV-viewers’ attention upon the religious aspects of 

human values – My First Bible, Kingdom of Heaven, Pavel’s Acts, etc. The developers of 

modern American titles today try to concentrate on the genre specific marker of the program 

intended for children, they hope to stimulate children to animated film or program viewing that 

is strongly appreciated by the parents who wish their kids to be distanced from violence or 

criminal events on TV screens: The Cartoon Show, Cartoon Planet, Oh Yeah! Cartoons! 
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In view of the indispensable stage of children’s life, i.e. school study, titles of special 

telecasts aimed at learning and teaching reflect school related topics, different integral parts of 

curricula, etc. This range of the paradigm under analysis is mostly habitual for the English 

language selection of the subject matter: The Emperor’s New School, Joya’s Fun School, 

Schoolyard Safari, Ned’s Declassified School Survival Guide, Beat the Teacher, Screen Test, 

First Class. As to the Russian language sources they prefer markers of mythical and literary 

characters: Волшебство Пегаса, Геркулес, Поэзия Пушкина, Лермонтовские чтения. 

A special place within the nominative paradigm in question belongs to occasional words, 

which attract children’s audience attention by their unusual form: Д’Артаньгав и три пса-

мушкетера, Dramarama, Tikkabilla, Bitsa etc. 

 

Conclusion  

To sum up, on the one hand, our research has revealed diversity of the modern conceptual 

range which includes Russian and English children’s telecast titles; on the other hand, the 

comparative analysis of the nominative paradigm represented by the above titles clearly testifies 

to their national and cultural specificity which is manifested in their both linguistic format and 

contents features.  

The present study of the structural peculiarities of children’s telecasts titles indicates that 

the grounds for the popularity of word combinations used to make titles in Russian and English, 

lie in their compact structure – more economical in comparison with full sentences, and in 

transparency of their components semantics.  

The research of nominative paradigms of Russian and English children’s telecast titles 

has shown that alongside some common linguocultural basis represented by such concepts as 

‘wildlife’, ‘children’, ‘mythical and literary characters’ certain differences reflect national and 

cultural specificity of TV strategies in different English language variants. Thus, in the USA and 

Canada the conceptual basis of the nominative paradigm of children’s telecast titles is mostly 

formed by the concepts of ‘family’ and ‘education’; while in the UK the leading concept is 

‘game’ (‘play’).  

The Russian speaking young audience places special importance on such concepts as 

‘space and space objects’, ‘martial arts’, ‘fairy-tale characters’. 
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Resumé  

Štúdia sa zaoberá aktuálnou témou súčasnosti, ktorá predstavuje výzvu pre prekladateľov, 

tlmočníkov i učiteľov angličtiny v dnešnom Rusku, a síce lingvistickou analýzou anglických 

a ruských titulkov detských televíznych programov. Oba jazyky majú spoločné formálne črty, 

avšak obsahová a koncepčná stránka oboch jazykov sa vyznačuje osobitosťami, a tieto 

podrobujeme analýze. Autorky podporujú svoje tvrdenia empirickým výskumom a štatistickými 

údajmi.  
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